You see by what is written on the other side that I was about to get my dinner. Well I eat my dinner and our regiment was ordered to march. At this writing (Evening) our Regiment is stationed in a group of 44 and about 3000 feet apart along the Railroad from Aquia Creek Landing wp. towards Fredericksburg for both rail. We have more men than we wanted for the purpose and I happen to be one of the spare men, I am comfortably tented on a hill in view of the harbor of Aquia Creek. I should have said that our business here is to guard the Road How long we shall remain here I don't know we may have to leave here tomorrow and we may not all is uncertainty here. The Soldier is the most ignorant of all beings that live at least so far as future movements are concerned since I wrote you we have had very good weather and while it is quite warm you will find enclosed a few seeds of the Holly tree they grow Spontaneous in some parts here, they tell me if it is an Evergreen they grow to be large that are as great as any Evergreen. While all other kinds have withered their leaves. This tree bears full of pretty red berries the De Garmo joined up Detroit had this tree in ten years you had best to plant some of the seeds in a box so the seed will grow and plant in other places for I am anxious that you get some to grow. I will send some seed also in my next letter The larger flat seed is from the Acer Campestris tree try and get them to grow if you can.